
 

Summary of RISD’s Endowment and Use Above Annual Draw 

The RISD endowment currently provides 7% of RISD’s revenues: 

 

RISD relies on students to fund the majority of the institution’s operations.  RISD’s sticker and net price is among 
the highest in higher education.   RISD’s discount rate (financial aid as a percentage of tuition) is among the 
lowest putting us at a competitive disadvantage.  A comparison of tuition and discount rate vs. enrollment 
peers: 

 

 

 

School 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020
1-Year 

Change 
3-Year 

Change 
First-Year 
Discount

Calculated 
2019-2020 
Net Tuition

University of Southern California 50,210$      52,283$      54,259$      56,225$      58,195$      3.50% 11.31% 39% 35,706$        
Cornell University 49,116$      50,953$      52,853$      55,188$      57,222$      3.69% 12.30% 35% 37,077$        
Carnegie Mellon University 50,665$      52,310$      53,910$      55,465$      57,119$      2.98% 9.19% 34% 37,531$        
Pratt Institute 46,586$      48,154$      50,038$      51,870$      53,814$      3.75% 11.75% 25% 40,329$        
New York University 47,750$      49,062$      50,464$      51,828$      53,308$      2.86% 8.65% 24% 40,711$        
Rhode Island School of Design 45,840$      47,110$      48,470$      50,960$      52,860$      3.73% 12.21% 19% 42,633$        
The New School 43,813$      45,440$      47,276$      49,064$      51,676$      5.32% 13.72% 32% 35,208$        
California Institute of the Arts 43,986$      45,646$      47,446$      49,276$      51,466$      4.44% 12.75% 28% 37,226$        
School of the Art Institute of Chicago 43,960$      45,750$      47,420$      49,310$      50,920$      3.27% 11.30% 29% 36,306$        
Maryland Institute College of Art 43,870$      45,400$      46,990$      48,630$      50,330$      3.50% 10.86% 36% 32,462$        
University of California-Berkeley 38,139$      40,191$      42,184$      43,176$      44,008$      1.93% 9.50% -
University of California-Los Angeles 37,471$      39,602$      41,275$      42,218$      42,993$      1.84% 8.56% -
School of Visual Arts 35,000$      36,500$      38,000$      39,900$      41,900$      5.01% 14.79% 15% 35,597$        
Virginia Commonwealth University 31,464$      32,287$      33,656$      35,834$      35,904$      0.20% 11.20% -
Cooper Union 42,650$      43,850$      45,100$      46,700$      46,700$      0.00% 6.50% 71% 13,597$        
Brown University 49,346$      51,366$      53,419$      55,466$      58,404$      5.30% 13.70% 35% 37,995$        



RISD’s historical endowment value and draw: 

 

 

What Endowments are: 

1. Sustainable long-term funds to provide stable funding in perpetuity for the institution and reduce 
reliance on tuition.   

2. A set of individual funds designated by donors for spending on a specific program for specific purpose. 
3. An asset to leverage borrowing to invest in the stewardship of physical assets of campus. 

What Endowments are not: 

1. Savings accounts or rainy day funds.   

 

What happens if we take money from the endowment to cover the deficit? 

IF the board approves, any draw in excess of annual planned draws would have the following impacts.  It should 
be noted that the RISD Board has made it very clear that no additional draws from the endowment will be 
permitted until expenses have been reduced to the extent possible, (currently targeted at cost reductions of 16 
million unless circumstances worsen), and we exhaust all other borrowing options (lines of credit). 

1. A reduction in future years results in a lower draw value to the institution.   For example, an additional 
draw of $10 million in FY21 would result in a minimum loss of endowment draw of $500k in FY22 and 
compounded in future years. 

2. The continued loss of operating income would greatly impact the ability for RISD to provide future salary 
increases and preserve jobs. 
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3. An extended loss of operating income would reduce our financial aid resulting in higher tuition increases 
and defeating our goal of increasing access to a RISD education. 

4. A reduction reduces our purchasing power in potential investment opportunities within the endowment 
to enter into long-term potentially high-return funds. 

5. It impacts our ability to maintain our bond ratings with Moody’s and Fitch as well as our debt covenants 
on our lines and letters of credit.  RISD currently has $195 million of debt plus a $20 million line of credit 
that would be impacted.  A bond rating downgrade and/or inability to meet debt covenants would result 
in higher interest rates (which would further impact our operating budget negatively), potential 
immediate demands to repay our debt at an accelerated rate, limited access to future debt and negative 
publicity for the institution. The outcome could be devastating, particularly in light of the current 
financial crisis. 

6. It reduces our competitiveness with other institutions.  Many of our enrollment peers have much higher 
endowments and endowment $ per student.  Drawing in excess of our plan will have the direct impact of 
reducing support to our students making us less competitive against our peers.   

7. Our projected financial challenge is at least $30 million beyond the $20.4 million already absorbed from 
the spring/summer terms.  The expense reductions we are proposing at $16 million will not meet the full 
financial impact we are expecting.  After expense reductions, we will need to borrow against our line of 
credit which is currently at $20 million.  Anything beyond that will require borrowing from the 
endowment and incurring all of the above negative impacts.  Borrowing from the endowment now might 
put us in institutional jeopardy later if we see higher impact than25% enrollment loss. And it may 
become difficult to operate RISD resulting in other kinds of cuts. [Note: the number of deferrals 
continues to rise]. 

8. There are legal issues if we attempt to access the permanently restricted portion of the endowment.  
These funds have been given to RISD with restrictions for a specific purpose.  RISD would have to 
negotiate with individual donors to eliminate those restrictions which will impact current and future 
relationships with donors.   

9. The Federal Financial Responsibility Composite Score will be impacted negatively which could impact the 
ability for RISD to receive Federal funding. 
 

 


